Transfer a Gift to Tau Beta Pi

Giving to Tau Beta Pi has become easier for those with Fidelity, Vanguard, and T. Rowe Price non IRA or 401k accounts. We have established accounts with the above companies to facilitate the transfer of stocks or mutual funds directly to Tau Beta Pi. Your tax deductible gift will equal the day's price of the stocks or fund shares and you realize no appreciation and incur no administrative costs.

What could be easier? Thank you to Arno W. Brill, TX A '71, and Gerald E. Myers, AZ B '70, who suggested the idea of giving to Tau Beta Pi through this method.

"I greatly appreciate TBP facilitating the ability to donate much appreciated mutual fund investments and relieve my financial concerns. Jerry Myers.

For more information, please contact Curt Gomulinski or call 865-546-4578.